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Results & Facts 
 

- What do we learn? The paper 
1. Access to ATM card increase account utilization for men and jointly 

owned accounts but not for women,  
2. Difference in intra-household bargaining account for this difference   

 
- What do we learn? More facts …  
1. Extremely low utilization rates:  

– only 20% of accounts are ever used (w/out ATM) 
– About 5% is still used after 3 years (w/out ATM) 
– Conditional on utilization, 1 or 2 deposit per month.  
– Seemingly very high transaction costs : 20% of median weekly for women per 

transaction (10% with ATM) 
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Interpreting the Results …  
- Given such a high utilization costs, what would you do ?  

 
- 53% of couples open only one joint account 

- Are these households  with good /bad cooperation? 

 
- 31% of couple go for two individual accounts. After all, they are free. 

Suppose you and your spouse went for two individual accounts – and 
you still get along ok. How many would you actually use?  
 

- Given high transaction costs, you’ll want to minimize the number of 
transactions. If we do not have much saving in total, we might as well 
just use one.   
 

- Why would it be the male account? Perhaps because he in town more 
often, he has higher income / higher demand for transactions etc.  
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Some Issues 
1. Baseline index for bargaining power based on (standardized 

differences) in literacy, income, education likely correlated with 
different demand for transactions 

• Perhaps focusing on age alone?    

 
2. Bargaining Interpretation:  

• If husband can “expropriate/pressure” wife, why would we see fewer transactions ? 
Wouldn’t we see more ? (you wanted to save, but I forced you to withdraw). Or, as a 
result, wife stops putting in money on the account?  

• What prevents women from throwing away the card or claiming it got lost ?  
• ATM gives outside option: it doesn’t need to be exercised to improve situation of wife 

 
3. Which households end up with a female-owned account? 

• Huge overlap (about 85%) on ownership of female / male accounts (recall  this is at 
least 31% / 47% ) seem to imply that selection  is not an issue …  

• … but the baseline rates are so low that even the 15% non overlapping could move 
things around. 
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Alternative Stories 
 

1. Model allows to recover altruism.  
• Higher husband altruism is obtained when he gives more to wife;  
• Estimated husband bargaining power is lower when husband is more altruistic: 
• Does that raise interpretation issues?  

 

2. Perhaps cards are stuck a little bit too much against alternative 
interpretations: 

• Those who display time inconsistency might be “naive” – in which case they will not 
use saving as a commitment device   

• Literacy (reading and writing Swahili) is a noisy proxy for financial literacy 
(moreover, it also enters in differences the bargaining index) 

• In which bargaining models increasing the size of the pie leaves shares / costly 
investment in outside options unchanged ? I.e.: it is not obvious to me that 
bargaining stories wouldn’t also predict a reaction to changes in interest rates... 
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Summing up 
 
 

1. Paper is original and well-written  
 
 

2. Definitively interesting contribution to gender/intra-household 
literature in LDCs 
 
 

3. What about understanding banking in emerging economies?  
 
Some facts (perhaps more than the results) in the paper raise important 
questions which are not the direct focus of the paper 
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